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Abstract 
This research aimed to investigate the students’ language learning 
strategies used in mastering speaking skill by the students in mastering 
speaking skill. The researcher applied mixed method research, Qual-
quant model. The Population of this research was the fourth semester 
students of English and Literature Department of UIN Alauddin 
Makassar. The Sample was the fourth semester students of English 
and Literature department, which consist of 15 students choosed 
randomly. This research used simple random sampling technique. This 
research applied think aloud and questionnaire as the instrument. The 
result of this study showed that students’ language learning strategies 
used in mastering speaking skill were  (1) memorizing vocabularies 
and using picture categorized as memory strategies (2) listening to the 
music, watching English video, watching English movie, watching 
English TV program, listing difficult vocabularies, using dictionary, 
practicing, reading English text, speaking alone, repeating, guessing, 
doing conversation, repeating were categorized as cognitive strategies 
(3) Joining the club meeting and getting course, were categorized as 
metacognitive strategies (4) using similar word was categorized as 
compensation strategies. (5) Speaking with their friend and speaking 
alone or herself were categorized as social strategies and (6) 
discussing problem was categorized as affective strategies. 
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Abstrak 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menginvestigasi strategi belajar siswa 
yang digunakan dalam menguasai kemampuan berbicara. Penelitian 
ini menggunakan metode campuran yaitu  Qual-quant model. 
Populasi dalam penelitian ini adalah mahasiswa semester 4 jurusan 
bahasa dan sastra Inggris UIN Alauddin Makassar. Sampelnya 
adalah mahasiswa semester 4 yang terdiri dari 15 mahasiswa dipilih 
secara acak. Penelitian in menggunakan jenis instrument yaitu 
berfikir secara mendalam (think aloud) dan angket. Hasil penelitian 
ini menunjukkan bahwa strategi belajar yang digunakan mahasiswa 
dalam menguasai kemampuan berbicara adalah (1) menghafal 
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kosakata dan menngunakan media gambar yang termasuk dalam 
memory strategies (2) mendengarkan musik, menonton 
videoberbahasa inggris, menenoton film, menonton siaran TV 
berbahasa Inggris, mencatata kosakata yang susah, menggunakan 
kamus, membaca kalimat berbahasa Inggris, berbicara sendiri, 
pengulangan, menebak, melalkukan percakapan, adalah termasuk 
dalam kategori cognitive strategies (3) mengikuti Club meeting dan 
kursus, termasuk dalam metacognitive strategies (4) mennggunakan 
padanan kata yang sama, yang termasuk dalam compensation 
strategies (5) berbicara dengan teman an berbicara sendiri, termasuk 
dalam social strategies dan (6) berdiskusi termasuk dalam affective 
strategies. 
 
Kata kunci: strategi belajar, menguasai keterampilan berbicara 
 
Introduction  
Mastering foreign language in universities is one of requirements to be 
successful in many fields because now days, mastering the language, students can 
communicate actively to the people. As a foreign language that commonly used, 
English has a big role in connecting the students for many purposes, such as to 
study abroad or to look for a job in companies. Although the countries they look 
for studying or companies they will work may not be English country or foreign 
company, but they need master English, in this case speaking as tool of 
communication. So, in communication, speaking becomes an important skill that 
must be mastered.                     
In communications, speaking shows as dominat ways in our activities. 
Speaking connects individuals with others in which individuals interact. Hence, it 
is no doubt to say that English speaking skills are essential to be mastered by the 
people especially by students in Universities. Although, the requairement to 
master English speaking is actually understood by the students that is very 
needed, but the realitis many students from university in Indonesia can not speak 
English well, even to introduce themselves after learning English at least three 
years or in the sixth semesters right now.  
There should be some aspects which cause this problem; one of the aspects 
is the low of understanding of using students’s learning strategies in mastering 
speaking skill. Students are never practice English with their friends, seldom talk 
or listen to the native speakers, less of vocabularies, lack of using the new words 
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in conversations, afraid of using English, all the aspects mentioned above will be 
the part of the sixth srtategies developed by Oxford (1990), those are memory 
strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, metacognitive strategies, 
affective strategies and social strategies. 
In relation to such conditions, applying a good and an appropriate strategy 
in learning speaking English will be the one choise in mastering it. Oxford (1990) 
argued that good strategy applied by the students influence the success of 
language learning, in this case speaking skill and there seems to be no questions 
that foreign language learners should be equipped with appropriate learning 
strategies in order to master target language more effectively and efficiency 
because language learner is an intentional and strategic effort. This is connected 
also with Chamot et al in Sawitri (2012) who stated that the goal of learning 
strategies is to assist learners in developing awareness of their own learning. She 
argues that learners who aware of their own learning processes, strategies and 
preferences, are able to regulate their learning activities and become increasingly 
independent.  
Based on the background above, this study attempts to investigate the 
student’s language learning strategy used in mastering speaking skill by the 
students of English and Literature Department of UIN Alauddin Makassar. 
Moreover, this study is also expected to find out the different strategy used by 
high achiever and low achiever students. It is expected from the result, this 
research will have contribution to the understanding of strategies for the students 
in learning especially in mastering speaking skill.  
Based on the statement above, the writer would like to present the 
following research question: What are the students’ language learning strategies 
used by the fourth semester students of English and Literature Department at UIN 
Alauddin Makassar in mastering speaking skill? 
 
Learning Strategies 
Learning strategies refer to the technique or device which a learner may 
use to acquire knowledge" (Rubin, 1975). Oxford (2003) defined learning 
strategies as "specific actions, behaviors, steps, or techniques, such as seeking out 
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conversation partners, or giving oneself encouragement to tackle the difficult 
language task used by students to enhance their own learning". When the learner 
consciously chooses strategies that fit his or her learning style and the foreign 
language task at hand, these strategies become a useful toolkit for active, 
conscious, and purposeful self regulation of learning. 
Ramirez (1986) simply defined learning strategies when he says, 
“techniques, approaches, or tactics that learners used are classified as learning 
strategies". He does not further specify what such concept as techniques, 
approaches, and tactics refer to, except that he, following Chamot and Kupper 
(1989), maintains that these strategies enable students to develop competence in 
the target language through the use of various techniques to help them 
comprehend, store and remember new information and skills. 
Brown (1994), in his attempts to distinguish between learning strategies 
and learning style, defines strategies as "specific methods of approaching a 
problem or task, modes of operating of achieving a particular end, or a planned 
design for controlling and manipulating certain information". Learning strategies 
are different from learning style in that, according to Brown (1994), strategies are 
very widely within an individual, while styles are more constant and predictable. 
How can Learning Strategies be Classified 
Oxford (1990) classified learning strategies into six groups; they are 
memory strategies, cognitive strategies, compensation strategies, meta-cognitive 
strategies, affective strategies and social strategies. Those six groups then 
classified into two categories, they are direct strategies (memory strategies, 
cognitive strategies, compensation strategies) and indirect strategies: (meta-
cognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies). The following is 
the explanation of classification of learning strategies provided by Oxford. 
1) Direct strategies 
Language learning strategies that directly involved the target language are 
called direct strategies. All direct strategies require mental processing of the 
language, but the three groups (memory strategies, cognitive strategies, and 
compensation strategies) of direct strategies do this processing differently and for 
different purpose. 
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a) Memory strategies 
Memory strategies help learner link one target language item or concept 
with another but do not necessarily involve deep understanding. Memory 
strategies reflect very simple principles, such as arranging things in order, making 
associations, and reviewing.  
b) Cognitive strategies 
Cognitive strategies enable the learner to manipulate the language material 
in direct ways, e.g., through reasoning, analysis, note-taking, summarizing, 
synthesizing, outlining, reorganizing information to develop stronger schemas 
(knowledge structures), practicing in naturalistic settings, and practicing structures 
and sounds formally.  
c)  Compensation strategies 
Compensation strategies (e.g., guessing from the context in listening and 
reading; using synonyms and "talking around" the missing word to aid speaking 
and writing; and strictly for speaking, using gestures or pause words) help the 
learner make up for missing knowledge.  
2)  Indirect strategies 
Indirect strategies are divided into metacognitive strategies, affective 
strategies, and social strategies. All these strategies are called as 'indirect' because 
they support and manage language learning without directly involving the target 
language. Indirect strategies are useful in virtually all language learning situations 
and are applicable to all four language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. 
a)  Metacognitive strategies 
Metacognitive strategies (e.9., identifying one's own learning style 
preferences and needs, planning for a target language task, gathering and 
organizing material, arranging a study space and a schedule, monitoring mistakes, 
and evaluating task success, and evaluating the success of any type of learning 
strategy) are employed for managing the learning process overall. 
 
b) Affective strategies 
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The term of affective refers to emotions, attitudes, motivations, and values. 
Affective strategies included anxiety reduction, self-encouragement, emotional 
self awareness. It  is associated with learners' attention and effort. to control 
psychological barriers such as feeling shame of using English, afraid of making 
mistake, nervous, etc. 
c) Social strategies 
Social strategies (e.g., asking questions to get verification, asking for 
clarification of a confusing point, asking for help in doing a language task, talking 
with a native-speaking conversation partner, and exploring cultural and social 
norms) help the learner work with others and understand the target culture as well 
as the language. It is associated with the learners' learning behavior 
characteristically requiring involvement of other people either peer friends as co-
learners or teachers English speakers as reference. 
 
Speaking 
a.  The Nature of Speaking  
Speaking is famous as oral skill that has an essential role in human 
interaction and communication. When people communicate their ideas minds and 
feeling to the other, they will speak as tool transfer of what they want .There some 
definitions given by linguists as in the following: 
1. Bryrne (1984: 32) says that oral communication is a process between speaker 
and listener, involving the productive of skill in speaking and the receptive 
skill of understanding. Both the speaker and the listener have positive 
function to perform. The speaker has encode the message to be conveyed and 
appropriate language while the listeners (no less actively has to decode or 
interpret) the message. 
2. Heaton (1986: 72) defines that speaking ability as the ability to communicate 
ideas appropriately and effectively. In short, speaking ability is the ability to 
speak appropriately and effectively in a real communicative situation in other 
to communicate ideas to others. 
 
b. The Elements of Speaking 
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Harmer (2003: 269) states that the ability to speak English presupposes the 
elements necessary for spoken production as follows: 
1) Language features 
The elements necessary for spoken production, are the following: 
a)  Connected speech: in connected speech sounds are modified (assimilation), 
omitted (elision), added (linking r), or weakened (through contractions and 
stress patterning).  
b)  Expressive devices: native speakers of English change the pitch and stress of 
particular parts of utterances, vary volume and speed, and show by other 
physical and non-verbal (paralinguistic) means how they are feeling 
(especially in face - to - face interaction). The use of these devices contributes 
to the ability to convey meanings. 
c)  Lexis and grammar: teachers should therefore supply a variety of phrases for 
different functions such as agreeing or disagreeing, expressing surprise, 
shock, or approval. 
d)  Negotiation language: effective speaking benefits from the negotiator 
language we use to seek clarification and show the structure of what we are 
saying. We often need to ask for clarification when we are listening to 
someone else talks and it is very crucial for students. 
2)  Mental / Social Processing 
Success of speaker’s productivity is also dependent upon the rapid 
processing skills that talking necessitates. 
a)  Language processing: Language processing involves the retrieval of words 
and their assembly into syntactically and propositionally appropriate 
sequence. 
b)  Interacting with others: effective speaking also involves a good deal of 
listening, an understanding of how the other participants are feeling, and 
knowledge of how linguistically to take turns or allow others to do so. 
c)  (On the spot) information processing: quite apart from our response to other’s 
feelings, we also need to be able to process the information they tell us the 
moment we get it. 
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Dobson (1975: 65) states that there are some elements involved in 
speaking skill; they are vocabulary, functional grammar, and frequency of 
practice, motivation, appropriate topics, self -confidence and situation. 
1. Vocabulary  
Vocabulary is the most important thing to be mastered by the students. It is 
always exists in every time speaking.  Without vocabulary, the communication 
among people is impossible happened.  . 
2. Functional Grammar  
One factor influencing the students’ speaking is functional grammar. In 
this case, using a grammar in their pattern of communication should be trained as 
habit and they can apply them automatically when they do the conversation. 
3. Motivation 
No doubt, motivation has a big influence in learning process. All activities 
in the world need motivation, but sometimes the students are not motivated to 
speak. 
4. Appropriate Topics 
In learning and teaching process, the teacher should give the student some 
opportunities to speak in front of the class or they should be given many 
interesting material.  
5. Self Confidence  
Speaking is the oral communication. When we speak to other people, we 
need high self-confidence in order to our conversation running well. The students 
who have less self-confidence sometimes get difficult in improving their speaking, 
afraid and shy, so, they cannot communicate.  
6. Situation  
Both formal and informal situation, the students are expected to speak 
freely without pressure.  
In general, there are some elements involved in speaking skill (Heaton: 
1991), they are accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility. 
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1) Accuracy  
Accuracy is achieved to some extent by allowing students to focus on 
elements of phonology, grammar, and discourse in their spoken output. Accuracy 
states of being correct or exact and without error.  
2) Fluency 
Fluency indicates a process of speaking that hammered at speed, average 
time and compatibility between successively generated messages. Fluency is a 
speech and language pathology term.  
3) Comprehensibility 
Comprehensibility has two common senses. In its narrow sense it denotes 
the mental processes by which listener take in the sounds uttered by a speakers 
and use them to construct an interpretation of what they think the speaker intended 
to convey. 
a. The Characteristics of  Speaking 
Brown (2001: 225) states that the characteristic of speaking are: 
1) Clustering 
Fluent speech is phrasal, not word-by-word. Learners can organize their 
output both cognitively and physically (in breath groups) through such clustering. 
2) Redundancy 
The speaker has an opportunity to make meaning clearly through 
redundancy of language. Learners can capitalize on this feature of spoken 
language 
3) Reduced Forms 
Contractions, elisions, reduced, vowels, etc. All form special problems in 
teaching spoken English. Students who don’t learn colloquial contractions 
sometimes develop stilted, bookish quality of speaking that in turn stigmatize 
them.  
4) Performance Variables 
One of the advantages of spoken language is that the process of thinking 
as you speak allows you to manifest a certain number of performance hesitations, 
pauses, backtracking, and corrections. 
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5) Colloquial Language 
Make sure your students are reasonably well acquainted with the words, 
Idioms, and phrases of colloquial language and that they get practice in producing 
these forms. 
6) Rate of Delivery 
Another salient characteristic of fluency is rate of delivery. One of your 
tasks in teaching spoken English is to help learners achieve an acceptable speed 
along with other attributes of fluency. 
7) Stress, Rhythm, and Intonation 
This is the most important characteristic of English pronunciation, as will 
be explained below. The stress-timed rhythm of spoken English and its intonation 
patterns convey important messages. 
8) Interaction      
As noted in this previous section, learning to produce waves of Language 
in a vacuum-without interlocutors-would rob speaking skill of its richest 
component: the creativity of conversational negotiation.        
 
Research Design 
In this research, the researcher used mixed method research design. Gay, 
Mills & Airasian (2006: 490), stated that there are three types of mixed methods 
research designs: (1) Qual-quan model, is well-known as exploratory mixed 
method design. Qualitative data are collected first and more heavily weighed than 
quantitative data. (2) Quan-qual model, is known as the explanatory mixed 
method design’, quantitative data are collected first and more heavily weighed 
than qualitative data. (3) Quan-Qual model, is known as the triangulation mixed 
method design, quantitative and qualitative data are equally weighed. The 
researcher choosed Qual-quant model because qualitative data was the main and 
heavily weighed method, in this case Think aloud data as the main instrument, 
where quantitative data, questionnaire, only support the data from qualitative. 
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Findings  
To investigate the students’ language learning strategies used by the fourth 
semester students of English and Literature Department of Adab and Humanities 
Faculty at UIN Alauddin Makassar, the researcher used two instruments; they 
were think aloud and questionnaire of SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language 
Learning) developed by Rebecca Oxford (2009). The result of analysis was 
presented qualitatively and quantitatively.  
1) Student A 
 The following statement was the statement of student A about his 
language learning strategies.  
In learning English, I have various strategies in order to make me comfort 
in learning English. First, I join in club meeting and always watch native 
speakers’ videos, such as AG. Hoge video, but if getting bed mood, I use 
music and movie as media to learn. I also use dictionary that is Longman 
dictionary. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the strategies used by 
student A in speaking are joining the club meeting, watching English video, 
listening to the music, watching movie and using dictionary.  
2) Student B 
The following statement was the statement of student B about her 
language learning strategies.  
The strategy that I use in speaking is by listening to the music or 
memorizes vocabularies that I hear recently. Besides that, the most 
important is, I speak with my friend or my lecturer, like in discussion or in 
seminar. In addition, sometimes I listed hard vocabularies. 
Based on the description above, it found that the language learning 
strategies used by the student B in speaking are listening to the music, 
memorizing vocabularies, practicing and listing difficult vocabularies. 
3) Student C 
The following statement was the statement of student B about her 
language learning strategies. 
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To increase my English skill, the first thing that I do is memorizing 
vocabularies, practicing my speaking with my friends, joining English 
meeting club that can help me improving my English  knowledge, listening 
to the music, watching movies and reading English text. 
Based on the description above, it found that the language learning 
strategies used by the student C in speaking are listening to the music, 
memorizing vocabularies, practicing, joining English meeting club, watching 
movie and reading English text. 
4) Student D 
The following statement was the statement of student D about her 
language learning strategies. 
My strategy in learning speaking is by joining the club meeting. I can 
discuss there with my friends. Sometimes I speak alone in my room of what 
I think at that time. The last is, I listen to the music, try to repeat and guess 
of what the singer said the meaning or the pronunciation. 
Based on the description above, found that the language learning strategies 
used by the student D in speaking are joining English meeting club, speaking 
alone, repeating, guessing and listening to the music.  
5) Student E 
The following statement was the statement of student E about her language 
learning strategies. 
I always speak with my friend.  If I meet with them, I greet them by using 
English. I always listen to the music then translate it and I always join or 
sing together in order to improve my pronunciation. Sometimes, I just 
speak alone and try to improve my pronunciation 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the student E in speaking are Speaking with her friend, listening 
to the music and speaking alone. 
6) Student F 
The following statement was the statement of student F about her language 
learning strategies. 
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Strategies that I used in speaking are imagining something then speak 
alone, speaking with my friend, getting course and discussing problem. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the student F in speaking are speaking with her friend, getting 
course, speaking alone and discussing problem. 
7) Student G 
There were some strategies that student G used to improve her English 
speaking skills. The following statement below was the statement of student G 
about her language learning strategies 
The strategy that I used in learning speaking, I invite my friend to speak in 
English. In other that, I always write a new word or a sentence in a paper 
then I put in the wall (A place that I see around me). Sometimes, I watch 
English movie and imitate what they said. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the students G in speaking are speaking with her friend, writing 
a new word or sentence and watching movie.  
8) Student H 
The following statement below was the statement of student H about her 
language learning strategies. 
When I want to improve my speaking skill, I always call my friend to 
discuss something by using English. Looking for one theme, discussing and 
solving it by using English and when I do not know in English, I just keep 
silent and give the understanding by using another word or the similar 
word. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the students H in speaking are discussing with her friend and 
using another word or similar word  
9) Student I 
The following statement was the statement of student I about her language 
learning strategies 
I always watch English movie and listen to the music while sing to make 
easier, I look for lyrics in the internet than I follow. Besides that, I always 
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discuss with my friends by using English and looking for the word and 
pronunciation in dictionary if I find difficult word. Speak by myself using 
English is my last strategy in learning speaking and I like it so much. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the student I in speaking are watching movie, listening to the 
music, discussing and speaking with her self  
10) Student J 
The following statement was the statement of student J about her language 
learning strategies. 
My strategy in learning speaking is listening to the English song. 
Therefore, I get many vocabularies. I also watch English TV program. 
Based on the description above, it showed that the language learning 
strategies used by the student J in speaking are listening to the music and 
watching English TV program  
Related to the finding above, it concluded that the language learning 
strategy used by the students in mastering speaking skill connected with the 
Oxford theory are: (1) memorizing vocabularies and using picture categorized as 
memory strategies (2) listening to the music, watching English video, watching 
English movie, watching English TV program, listing difficult vocabularies, using 
dictionary, practicing, reading English text, speaking alone, repeating, guessing, 
doing conversation, repeating were categorized as cognitive strategies (3) Joining 
the club meeting and getting course, were categorized as metacognitive strategies 
(4) using similar word was categorized as compensation strategies. (5) Speaking 
with their friend and speaking alone or herself were categorized as social 
strategies and (6) discussing problem was categorized as affective strategies. 
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